I. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

A. Baculoviruses {#sec0002}
----------------

Baculoviruses are a family of arthropod‐specific viruses found ubiquitously in the environment and have been isolated from more than 600 host insect species including the orders Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera, Diptera, Orthoptera, Coleoptera, Neuroptera, Thysanera, and Trichoptera ([@bib0005], [@bib0095], [@bib0137], [@bib0167], [@bib0184], [@bib0243]). Most baculovirus species have been isolated from Lepidoptera and the majority of nonlepidopteran isolates have not been well characterized. They are DNA viruses with closed, circular, double‐stranded DNA genomes ranging from 80 to 180 kbp in size. The genomes are packaged in bacillus‐shaped nucleocapsids, and the name "baculovirus" is in reference to the nucleocapsid shape. Presently, the genomes from 29 baculovirus species have been sequenced providing a database of more than 4000 genes ([@bib0096]).

Baculoviruses play an important ecological role regulating the size of insect populations ([@bib0058], [@bib0189]). For many decades, baculoviruses have been applied as targeted biocontrol agents against forestry and agriculture pests. Baculovirus insecticides have been effective against insect pests such as velvetbean caterpillar (*Anticarsia gemmatalis*) ([@bib0180]), cotton bollworm (*Helicoverpa zea*) ([@bib0292]), and gypsy moth (*Lymantria dispar*) ([@bib0046]). Baculovirus‐based biocontrol applications have been restricted to lepidopteran and hymenopteran (sawflies) pests. Mosquito‐specific baculoviruses have been characterized ([@bib0009], [@bib0181]) with the potential to develop them for biocontrol of mosquitoes.

Baculoviruses are transmitted to insects by the oral route mediated by the occlusion‐derived virus (ODV). This is reference to the occlusion of orally infectious baculoviruses in protein crystals called occlusion bodies (OBs). It is important to study the structure and function of ODVs and OBs because it expands the horizon for the application of baculovirus as insecticides. The ODV is also specialized to exploit the insect midgut which is one of the most extreme biological environments where the viruses are subject to caustic pH and digestive proteases. Understanding the molecular biology of the ODV should reveal new frontiers in protein chemistry. Finally, ODVs establish infection in insect gut tissues that are virtually nonsupportive to virus replication and which are continuously sloughed away. ODVs carry with them a battery of proteins that enable them to rapidly exploit and harness these unstable cells for virus replication. Learning about these proteins will have implications in biocontrol and biotechnology.

In the following sections, we will overview the basic biology of ODVs and OBs and will thoroughly examine the proteins within the ODV. Reviews on the ODV structure, function, and molecular biology have been lacking and, therefore, the goal of this chapter is to provide a more comprehensive picture and to stimulate future research.

An extensive analysis of the protein composition of the *Ac*MNPV ODV virion was done in 2003 ([@bib0034]). That study produced a list of 44 ODV‐associated viral proteins. We use this landmark study as the framework for much of this chapter. Among these 44 *Ac*MNPV‐specific ODV proteins, 21 are conserved among all baculovirus genomes ([Table I](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} ).Table ISummary of Occlusion‐Derived Virion Proteins![](fx1.gif)[^1]

B. Origin of Baculoviruses {#sec0003}
--------------------------

Fossil records tell us that terrestrial organisms originated from the sea and one of the earliest groups to venture out on to land was the arthropods, the predecessors of today\'s insects. Insects have been evolving and diversifying for the past 400 million years ([@bib0131]) and so must have their viruses. Insect viruses of today may be related to the viruses brought onto land by ancient arthropod ancestors. The *Baculoviridae* is a family of insect viruses with complexity in form and function would suggest a long evolutionary lineage. Baculoviruses are genetically and morphologically distinct from other virus families and have an unusually stringent specificity for arthropod hosts. It has been suggested that baculovirus coevolved with Lepidoptera ([@bib0291]) given that most baculoviruses are isolated from this order and that there is high species specificity among lepidopteran baculovirus isolates. Baculoviruses isolated from other orders such as Diptera and Hymenoptera are also comparably less complex than the lepidopteran baculoviruses ([@bib0007], [@bib0073], [@bib0095], [@bib0138]). The Lepidoptera were one of the last insect orders to experience significant species divergence, which occurred in the later half of the Cenozoic age (65 million years ago) ([@bib0131]). If baculoviruses are as old as Lepidoptera, their survival as a virus family today can be attributed to the evolution of the ability of baculoviruses to occlude virions in protein crystals called OBs.

C. Baculovirus Occlusion {#sec0004}
------------------------

The baculovirus OB is a distinctive structure in virology. The OBs of baculoviruses are large enough to be observed by light microscopy and range from 500 to 2000 nm in diameter ([@bib0005], [@bib0021], [@bib0026]) depending on the virus. This feature led to baculoviruses being the earliest described virus particles. Occlusion is an adaptation to permit baculoviruses to remain in a dormant but viable state in the environment for decades and perhaps even centuries ([@bib0020]). Baculovirus virions have lipid bilayer envelopes which normally make viruses susceptible to desiccation and loss of viability outside the host ([@bib0047]). The survival strategy of many enveloped viruses is to persist in living hosts as latent viruses or to infect a reservoir host species. For example, herpesviruses remain latent for decades in human hosts ([@bib0053]) and the SARS *Coronavirus* was shown to persist in bats and civets ([@bib0145]). Insect viruses cannot rely on latency or reservoir strategies for several reasons. Insects are short lived compared to other animal classes thus limiting the chances for transmission of latent viruses between insect hosts. The dramatic physiological changes that occur in insects as they go from egg to adult also create complications at a cellular level that are not conducive to virus persistence. Probably the most important factor is that insect populations are seasonal and cyclic. There are long periods of time when insect species simply are not around in significant densities to transmit viruses. Insect viruses must persist for long periods in the environment waiting for population surges of their hosts.

To persist in the environment, baculoviruses evolved to surround their enveloped virions in the protective protein layers. In essence, they have acquired the hardier characteristics of nonenveloped viruses without significantly altering the biology of virion entry and attachment to host cells. Occluded viruses do not infect any species outside of invertebrates suggesting that persistence in the environment is critical for insect viruses. The occlusion strategy has evolved in parallel with some other insect viruses such as entomopoxviruses (*Poxviridae*) and cytoplasmic polyhedroviruses (*Reoviridae*) ([@bib0004], [@bib0217]). However, baculoviruses have evolved occlusion to several orders of complexity above that of other occluded viruses. First, baculovirus OBs may contain multiple numbers of virions and second, the virions may contain multiple nucleocapsids. A single OB of some baculoviruses species may deliver dozens of virions to a tissue and infect a cell with multiple copies of the viral genome. In the next few sections, we will discuss the advantages of this strategy in baculovirus biology.

II. The Baculovirus Life Cycle {#sec0005}
==============================

A. Virus Entry into the Midgut {#sec0006}
------------------------------

The transmission and replication of baculoviruses occur exclusively in the larval stages of insects. Transmission occurs by the oral or "*per os*" route when insects inadvertently consume OB‐contaminated food. OBs and food particles travel through the foregut and enter the midgut ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} ). Lepidopterans have alkaline midguts (pH 10--11) ([@bib0237]) and baculoviruses have evolved to tolerate and exploit this extreme microenvironment. The alkalinity of the insect midgut triggers the dissolution of OBs and the release of occluded virions into the midgut lumen. These released virus particles are, therefore, precisely defined as ODVs. Occluded ODVs are released from OBs within 12 min post entry into the insect midgut ([@bib0005]) and once released into the midgut, ODVs must breach the peritrophic membrane (PM).Fig 1*Per os* infection by baculoviruses. A cross‐sectional representation of the anatomy of an insect larva is depicted. A baculovirus OB enters by the *per os* route in contaminated food. OBs pass through the foregut and enter the midgut where they dissolve in the alkaline midgut lumen and release ODVs. The inset figure depicts the translocation of released ODVs past the peritrophic membrane (PM) to midgut columnar epithelial cells. The midgut region surrounded by the PM has been referred to as the endoperitrophic lumen and the region outside the PM has been referred to as the ectoperitrophic lumen.

The PM is a net or lattice of chitin and protein that is produced along the length of the midgut such that it forms a hollow tube protecting the delicate midgut epithelium from direct contact with food particles. The PM is the insect equivalent of mucous, providing lubrication for food particle passage. The PM lattice has pore sizes ranging from 21 to 36 nm in diameter ([@bib0015]). Small particles, such as digestive enzymes, can pass freely through the lattice into the endoperitrophic lumen to liberate peptides, sugars, and nutrients. The PM provides an immune defense by restricting the passage of larger particles such as bacteria, fungi, and viruses. To gain access to midgut tissues, ODVs must breach the PM through chance encounter of lesions or by releasing the PM‐compromising viral protease called enhancins ([@bib0077], [@bib0088], [@bib0101], [@bib0142], [@bib0190], [@bib0254], [@bib0255]). Enhancins are co‐occluded with ODVs in the OB matrix ([@bib0077], [@bib0088], [@bib0101], [@bib0142], [@bib0190], [@bib0255]) or are present on ODV surfaces ([@bib0231]). Enhancins are metalloproteases, which cleave mucin‐like proteins bridging chitin strands in the PM lattice ([@bib0253], [@bib0254]). Even baculoviruses that do not encode an enhancin degrade the PM by other viral factors ([@bib0051]). Enhancins are an example of specialized adaptation of baculoviruses to their insect hosts. The study of baculovirus enhancins is of great importance not only for viral biology but also for the fact that these proteins expose vulnerabilities in the insect immune system.

B. The Structure of OBs {#sec0007}
-----------------------

Early on in the study of the *Baculoviridae* family, it was recognized that, based on OB morphology, there were two major divisions or genera; the nucleopolyhedroviruses (NPVs) and the granuloviruses (GVs). The OB morphologies are illustrated in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} . The virions of both of these baculovirus groups were occluded in proteinaceous OBs that could be seen under compound light microscope. The OBs of NPVs are most easily seen due to their larger size and their light refractory polyhedral (multisided crystal) structure. The average diameter of NPVs is within the range of 800--2000 nm ([@bib0021]). The OBs of GVs appear as dark granules and are comparatively more difficult to resolve on the light microscope. They are ovoid shaped and about 500‐nm long and 200‐nm wide ([@bib0026]). The OBs of NPVs are called polyhedra and the OBs of GVs are called granula. Following this nomenclature, the major protein component of polyhedra is polyhedrin and the major protein component granula is granulin. Polyhedrins and granulins are ∼30 kDa in molecular weight. Both polyhedrin and granulin form a crystalline lattice that occludes virions. Dozens of virions are occluded in a polyhedron, while only a single virion is occluded in a granulum ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}). Although crystals are the natural state of polyhedrin and granulin, the atomic structures of neither of these proteins have been determined. The major reason for this is that polyhedra and granules form only inside the nuclei of insect cells. Abundant amounts of both of these proteins can be easily acquired but they have not been successfully solubilized and recrystallized into forms suitable for NMR or X‐ray crystallography. X‐ray diffraction has been done on OBs themselves ([@bib0019], [@bib0084]) and these data along with electron microscopy (EM) studies suggest polyhedrin proteins contact each other at six points as nodular spheres. Despite the uniformity of the polyhedrin crystal, ODVs are randomly oriented within OBs. In addition, the interface between the ODV virion lipid bilayer envelope and the polyhedrin matrix contains a fibrous network of which the composition is unknown ([@bib0005]). It has been suggested that virion envelopes themselves catalyze polyhedrin polymerization ([@bib0278]). The biology behind the occlusion of ODV virions in polyhedrin or granulin is not well understood but there are likely unique interactions among virion envelope proteins and the protein matrix of the OB.Fig 2Major occlusion‐derived virion forms. Three major OB phenotypes are illustrated in the background. The nucleopolyhedrovirus (NPV) OBs are larger than the *Granulovirus* (GV) OBs due to the fact that they contain multiple numbers of ODV virions. The OBs of GVs are capsule shaped and contain only single virions. The OBs of NPVs are multisided crystals or polyhedra. Some species of NPVs produce cuboidal OBs. The NPVs are further divided into the multiple nucleopolyhedroviruses (MNPVs) and single nucleopolyhedroviruses (SNPVs). The multiple (M) and single (S) designations are in reference to the number of nucleocapsids that are found in each virion. The ODVs of MNPVs, SNPVs, and GVs are depicted in the foreground. The ODVs are illustrated in dissected views and the GV ODV is illustrated as partially encapsulated.

Surrounding the OBs of NPVs and GVs is a glycoprotein multilayered lattice termed the calyx ([@bib0038], [@bib0267]), or the polyhedron membrane ([@bib0005]) or the polyhedral envelope (PE) ([@bib0078], [@bib0079], [@bib0220]). The PE is porous and does not resemble a conventional lipid bilayer virus envelope ([@bib0005], [@bib0085], [@bib0216]). The PE is a protein/carbohydrate matrix that forms a lattice or net with hexagonal pores ranging from 6 to 15 nm in diameter ([@bib0005], [@bib0085]). The primary PE carbohydrate sugars are hexoses (60%), pentoses (29%), uronic acids, and hexosamines ([@bib0175]). The primary PE protein is a phosphoprotein called polyhedral envelope protein (PEP) or PP34. PEP is covalently linked to carbohydrates by disulfide bonds ([@bib0075], [@bib0267]). Early PE structures form in the nucleus as concentric rings ([@bib0006], [@bib0074]). The PEs surround OBs during their formation and they are the last structure that physically separates the OB from its environment and, therefore, serves to protect the integrity of OBs during and after their release to the environment. The OBs of many baculoviruses are released in a bath of a viral protease. One of the more interesting modes of baculovirus transmission is through predators that consume virus‐infected prey ([@bib0001]). The OBs survive predator digestive proteases and glycosidases such that viable OBs are dispersed in predator\'s feces. Presumably, the PE helps the OB to resist digestion from viral and nonhost enzymes. The PE is an elegantly designed structure for ensuring the protection and integrity of OBs until they are consumed by an insect host. The PE lattice is fine enough to restrict access of large enzymes to the OB matrix but would permit rapid permeation by anions from the alkaline host midgut. This would presumably lead to rapid decrystallization of polyhedrin or granulin, rupturing of the PE, and the release of ODV into the midgut. The complete release of ODVs from OB proteins may be further enhanced by OB‐associated alkaline proteases that have been reported to be present in OBs from larvae ([@bib0056], [@bib0057], [@bib0133], [@bib0165]).

C. Infection of the Midgut Epithelium {#sec0008}
-------------------------------------

On entering the ectoperitrophic space, ODVs diffuse to the midgut epithelium. The lepidopteran midgut epithelium is primarily composed of goblet and columnar cells. Goblet cells are involved in potassium ion transport from the hemolymph into the midgut and are not infected by baculoviruses ([@bib0005]). ODVs primarily infect the predominant columnar cells, which are involved in secreting digestive enzymes and absorbing nutrients. On the luminal side, columnar cell surfaces are covered in brush border microvilli. ODVs have the specificity to bind to the apical ends of microvilli ([@bib0005]). ODVs have lipid bilayer envelopes that fuse directly with midgut cell membranes ([@bib0082], [@bib0100]) resulting in the release of nucleocapsids into the cytosol ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"} ). These nucleocapsids migrate to the nucleus where they are unpackaged and the viral DNA genome is released. Virus genes are expressed, products of structural genes are synthesized, DNA replication ensues, and new progeny viruses are assembled and released. In the primitive hymenopteran baculoviruses, new progeny virions are occluded and released after cell lysis back into the midgut lumen ([@bib0003], [@bib0073], [@bib0138], [@bib0211]).Fig 3The ODV phenotype. The illustration on the left side represents a dissected view of the structure of the ODV. The DNA genome is shown expanding from the nucleocapsid to emphasize the presence of one viral genome in each nucleocapsid. This illustration is done in the context of an MNPV ODV. In the background and expanded into the center are representations of the insect midgut epithelium. The ODV‐specific processes of attachment and viral envelope fusion with membranes of the brush border microvilli are shown. Expanded on the right hand side is resulting the release of ODV‐nucleocapsids which are translocated up the microvillus into the midgut cell.

The insect midgut is a poor tissue for viruses to infect. Midgut cells are sloughed off regularly ([@bib0054]) and are prone to apoptosis ([@bib0245]) and, it becomes a race against time for the baculoviruses to establish infection in these cells. In addition, midgut cells are in a cell cycle arrest that is not conducive for virus DNA replication. Tissues beyond the midgut columnar epithelium have actively dividing cells that are more suitable for virus replication. However, the ODV is narrowly specialized to infect midgut epithelial cells in an extreme alkaline environment and has been rarely observed to infect other cell types. Because insect viruses rely on chance encounter infection, maximal progenies are needed to ensure survival. It is a significant advantage for baculoviruses to infect tissues beyond the midgut as many more viral progeny can be produced in a given host. This advantage has driven baculoviruses to evolve a second, radically different, budded virus (BV) phenotype ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"} ). BVs are broadly specialized to infect many internal tissues of the host including tracheoblasts, hemocytes, and fat body. BV entry occurs by receptor‐mediated, absorptive endocytosis ([@bib0249]), and acid‐triggered fusion of BV envelopes with endosomal membranes ([@bib0023], [@bib0141]). The existence of two virion phenotypes in one virus is a major distinction of the *Baculoviridae* family. In later sections, we will describe these virion phenotypes in more detail.Fig 4The BV phenotype. The illustration on the left side represents a dissected view of the structure of the BV. The DNA genome is shown expanding from the nucleocapsid in order to emphasize its presence in the nucleocapsid. The major BV envelope fusion proteins (EFPs), GP64 and F protein are shown at the upper peplomer end of the virion. This illustration is in the context of a group I NPV baculovirus. The right hand side illustrates the processes of BV egress from an infected cell (lower right) and BV infection of a new cell (upper right). Nucleocapsids bud out of the infected cell membrane where viral EFPs have concentrated. In budding, the virion acquires EFPs and the cell membrane as its virion envelope. The BV diffuses across to a new cell where it is taken into the cell by receptor‐mediated endocytosis. The BV‐containing endosome fuses with an acidifying lysosome. This pH shift triggers EFP‐mediated envelope fusion with the endosomal membrane and release the BV nucleocapsid into the cytosol. The nucleocapsid then translocates to the nucleus.

D. Infection of Tissues Beyond the Midgut {#sec0009}
-----------------------------------------

After ODVs infect midgut cells, BVs that are produced which bud from the basement membrane, penetrate the basal lamina and infect tissues of the hemocoel. Penetration of the basal lamina by BV is not well understood. Often EM images of this process show a clearing zone around BV as they traverse the basal lamina. The basal lamina is composed of protein, and it is possible that proteases produced by columnar epithelial cells are being directed by the virus to be released at the basal lamina. In addition, a viral‐encoded cathepsin (V‐CATH) has been copurified with BV ([@bib0134]). In cancer metastasis, malignant tumor cells become invasive to tissues by producing cathepsins on their surfaces that degrade the extracellular matrix ([@bib0187], [@bib0283]). V‐CATH may have an analogous function enabling BV to be projected through the protein matrix of the basal lamina.

For most baculoviruses, the midgut epithelium does not serve as a major tissue of viral replication but those infected cells serve to produce the initial supply of BV needed to infect other susceptible cells and tissues in larvae ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} ). Often baculoviruses completely bypass replication in midgut cells in a process which will be discussed in later sections. As a defense mechanism against viruses, the infected midgut cell is sloughed off and new cells are generated to aid in gut recovery. Permitting the midgut epithelium to recover allows the host to continue to eat and grow and, in turn, this allows for the virus to replicate and maximize production of progeny.Fig 5Two modes of infection in the midgut. Most baculoviruses use the midgut only to produce the first generation of BV progeny that bud out from the basal lateral side of the midgut cell to infect other tissues. ODVs that enter midgut cells may (1) bypass virus replication in the midgut cell or (2) initiate virus replication. When MNPVs bypass replication, most nucleocapsids translocate to the basolateral side of the midgut cell. One or a few nucleocapsids enter the nucleus, unpackaged, and expresses envelope fusion protein (efp) genes. EFP proteins are translocated via the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and Golgi to the basal lateral side of the cell where they meet up with nucleocapsids which then bud out. This is the passage effect. When MNPVs replicate in the midgut cell significantly greater numbers of BV are produced. However, this mode of infection requires 8--12 h vs 30 min when the virus bypasses viral replication.

The major conduit for virus spread from the midgut is the tracheal system ([@bib0055], [@bib0119], [@bib0257]). The tracheal system is the respiratory system of insects which begins on the outside as openings called spiracles along the lateral sides of insects. Tracheal tubes branch extensively as they lead from spiracles into the hemocoel. These branches transition abruptly into a network of very small tubes called tracheoles. Tracheoles are lined by tracheolar cells which can be 200--400 nm in length ([@bib0268]). Tracheoles impregnate nearly every tissue including the midgut epithelium. A midgut cell‐derived BV infecting a tracheolar cell can bypass the basal lamina and its BV progeny will have access deep into the tissues of the hemocoel. To a lesser degree, midgut regenerative cells that lie basolateral to the midgut epithelium also have been shown to be sites of midgut cell‐derived BV virus infection ([@bib0064]). Once in the hemocoel, BV is further dispersed by infecting hemocytes. These cells circulate throughout the open circulatory system. Hemocytes are mostly involved in immune response and infection of these cells has the added effect of reducing the ability of the host to combat the virus infection.

An important tissue of baculovirus replication is the fat body that acts as the insect liver ([@bib0050]) and is responsible for the storage and metabolism of lipids and sugars. It also produces vitellogenin, the primary egg protein. In the lepidopteran larva, the fat body is an amorphous and protuberant organ running throughout the insect. The tissue is highly accessible to BV and the energy‐rich cells of the fat body are ideal for producing abundant virus progeny. The fat body often becomes engorged with OBs such that the insect takes on an opalescent white, puffy appearance prior to death.

Exploiting the inner tissues of the insect host gives the virus the advantage of being able to produce enormous numbers of progeny. However, this virus is trapped inside the host, which is not necessarily a problem given that predators will often target slow moving, sick larvae and disperse OBs after feeding ([@bib0001]). Cannibalism among some insect species may also contribute to horizontal transmission. These modes of transmission are not efficient and most baculoviruses release OBs from the host by virus‐induced tissue liquefaction and the cuticle rupture after death. These processes are facilitated by the synergistic interaction of the viral protease, V‐CATH ([@bib0191], [@bib0227]), and the viral chitinase, ChiA ([@bib0090]). As the liquefied remains ooze out from the dead host, OBs are broadly dispersed along food surfaces that are eaten by a new host.

III. Cytopathology and Virion Phenotypes {#sec0010}
========================================

A. The Early Phases {#sec0011}
-------------------

With the exception of some cell types, the baculovirus replication cycle includes a nonlytic phase of BV production, followed by ODV production and ending with the lytic release of OBs. These phases have been illustrated in [Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"} . The baculovirus infection cycle stages occur at predictable time intervals. The length of those time intervals is virus species specific and many baculoviruses require longer replication times than the model *Ac*MNPV virus. The baculovirus replication cycle begins almost immediately after the nucleocapsid delivers the viral genome into host cell nucleus. Viral immediate early genes are expressed within 30 minutes postinfection ([@bib0040]) and their protein products along with virion‐associated proteins begin to manipulate the host cell to become competent for DNA replication. The structure of the nucleus is modified resulting in its expansion or nuclear hypertrophy. For *Ac*MNPV, this process can be observed in the first 6 h. An electron dense, irregular‐shaped, granular region begins to form in the center of the nucleus ([@bib0084], [@bib0290]). This region is called the virogenic stroma and it is the site of viral RNA transcription, DNA replication, and nucleocapsid assembly. Concomitant with the appearance of the virogenic stroma is the movement of cellular heterochromatin to the edges of the nucleus along the inner nuclear membrane (INM) ([@bib0269]). Heterochromatin is highly condensed, histone‐associated host genomic DNA. The rearrangement of the nucleus has been shown to be mediated by viral interaction with tubulin ([@bib0250]). The virus infection causes the nucleus to partition itself into two major regions, the virogenic stroma and the peristromal space or nuclear ring zone. The heterochromatin on the outer edges of the nuclear ring zone gradually disappears over time ([@bib0269]). As the virogenic stroma expands, cavities or lacunae form inside it and nucleocapsids are assembled along the edges inside these cavities ([@bib0290]). The stroma is composed mostly of RNA with DNA and a protein scaffolding that supports RNA and DNA complexes ([@bib0290]). At about 12 hours postinfection (hpi), the virogenic stroma expands to fill most of the nucleus. Between 12 and 20 hpi, the BV virion phenotype is produced. The earliest made nucleocapsids in the baculovirus infection migrate out of the virogenic stroma, across the ring zone and to the nuclear membrane. Nucleocapsids are transported through the nuclear membrane and migrate across the cytosol to the cell membrane where they bud out. The process involved in translocation of nucleocapsids is not well understood although there is growing evidence of cellular actin involvement ([@bib0018], [@bib0033], [@bib0134], [@bib0135], [@bib0158], [@bib0159]). In the process of budding, nucleocapsid are enveloped in the host membrane and acquire virus‐encoded proteins in their envelopes. In midgut columnar epithelial cells, BV nucleocapsids show basal polarity ([@bib0116]).Fig 6Baculovirus infection cycle. Several phases of virus replication are illustrated beginning with the rounding of newly infected cells and finishing with the lytic release of OBs. Indicated times are relative to the infection cycle of *Ac*MNPV. The purpose of the figure is to illustrate the progression of phases from BV production to ODV production. Nucleocapsids are initially translocated to the cell membrane for BV production and later become retained in the nuclear ring zone for ODV production. INM is in reference to the inner nuclear membrane (INM) which provides the ODV envelope.

B. The Budded Virus {#sec0012}
-------------------

BV virions only contain single nucleocapsids and their envelopes appear loose such that cytoplasmic proteins may be present in the space between the nucleocapsid and the envelope. A computer illustrated structure of BV is presented in [Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}. The BV envelope contains the major viral glycoproteins, GP64/GP67 ([@bib0266]), and fusion protein or F protein ([@bib0161], [@bib0206], [@bib0207], [@bib0262], [@bib0263], [@bib0264]). These proteins have also been called ENV proteins as they mediate budding, attachment, and entry of BVs ([@bib0023], [@bib0093], [@bib0196]). In transmission EM preparations, BV envelopes are bulbous at one end and the surface is serrated ([@bib0006]). The serrations or notches are called peplomers and are thought to contain GP64 and F protein given that antibodies specific for BV envelope proteins localize in the peplomer region ([@bib0251]). BV envelope proteins are *N*‐glycosylated and are sorted in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) in order to be transported to the cell membrane. The GP64 protein is only present among group I NPVs and the F protein of these viruses has apparently lost its ENV functions ([@bib0266]). The group II NPVs and GVs all encode for F proteins ([@bib0037], [@bib0089], [@bib0091], [@bib0094], [@bib0132], [@bib0163], [@bib0229], [@bib0279], [@bib0291]). F protein differs from GP64 in that it requires proteolytic cleavage before it can be functional ([@bib0262]). The only baculoviruses that do not have F protein homologues are the hymenopteran baculoviruses *Nele*NPV ([@bib0138]) and *Nese*NPV ([@bib0073]). These baculoviruses likely do not to produce BVs.

C. The Occlusion‐Derived Virus {#sec0013}
------------------------------

Beginning at 20 hpi by *Ac*MNPV, the virogenic stroma recedes and the infection shifts to favor the production of ODVs. A computer illustrated ODV structure is presented in [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}. The virogenic stroma becomes more condensed and the nuclear ring zone expands to accommodate accumulating nucleocapsids. Nucleocapsids in the nuclear ring zone become ODVs as they acquire lipid bilayer envelopes. The retention and formation of enveloped virions in the nucleus is a unique biological phenomenon. The ODV envelope is a lipid bilayer that resembles, but is not identical to, the INM in composition ([@bib0028]). The ODV envelope is more rigid than the BV envelope due to the presence of more saturated fatty acid phospholipids. The ODV envelope also contains phosphatidylcholine instead of phosphatidylserine which is found in BV envelopes.

There has been some controversy as to whether the ODV envelope is synthesized *de novo* or whether it is acquired from the INM. The time of ODV morphogenesis coincides with the appearance of membranous structures which are believed to be the precursors of ODV envelopes ([@bib0005], [@bib0067], [@bib0098]). Considerable evidence has been generated to favor an INM source which invaginates as microvesicles into the ring zone late in infection ([@bib0029], [@bib0098]). It should be pointed out that even by this mechanism, the virus would have to induce "*de novo*" INM synthesis to ensure enough material for nucleocapsid envelopment. The ODV envelope contains a number of integral and associated viral proteins. These proteins are more diverse than BV envelope proteins. They are mostly nonglycosylated and they are transported to the ODV envelope by unique mechanisms. The ODV envelope proteins will be described more in detail in later sections of this chapter. Unlike BV nucleocapsids, ODV nucleocapsids are also packaged in a proteinaceous virus derived tegument prior to envelopment. After occlusion, this tegument becomes more condensed around nucleocapsids ([@bib0122]).

Soon after ODVs begin to appear in the ring zone, occlusion begins to occur and by 24 hpi, fully formed OBs are present. By 48 hpi, OBs are liberated from the nuclei of infected cells by lytic release. The viral protein V‐CATH that has been previously mentioned to be important for liquefaction of the host also plays a role in releasing OBs from infected cells. The OBs of V‐CATH deletion mutant *Ac*MNPV viruses are not released from infected cells in cell culture. V‐CATH has been linked with appearance of free OBs in the hemolymph of *Bm*NPV‐infected insects ([@bib0235]). P10, which forms fibrillar bodies in the nucleus and cytoplasm, has been shown to interact with host cell microtubules ([@bib0202]) and also to be involved in cell lysis ([@bib0270]).

D. Multiple Occlusion and Bypass of Midgut Cell Replication {#sec0014}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The NPVs are further divided into single and multiple occlusion "subphenotypes" (SNPV and MNPV). The virions of SNPV contain single nucleocapsids and the virions of MNPV contain multiple nucleocapsids. MNPV virions can contain more than 40 nucleocapsids ([@bib0114]). The MNPVs have, however, only been observed in lepidopteran baculovirus isolates ([@bib0217]). It could be that there are not enough examples of nonlepidopteran baculoviruses. While it has been somehow debatable whether to retain the "S" and "M" designations in baculovirus nomenclature, single and multiple capsid subphenotypes have been suggested to be anomalous and with no genetic basis or biological importance ([@bib0095]). The more compelling argument for the distinction of SNPV and MNPV are biological studies that demonstrate the advantage of the MNPV over the SNPV in oral infectivity ([@bib0258], [@bib0260]). These studies are difficult to do as the genes for multiple and single occlusion are not yet known and comparisons must be made between related but not identical MNPV and SNPV baculoviruses.

One of the earliest proposed theories for multiple occlusions was that it was a way for baculoviruses to bypass replication in the midgut and to deliver virions to the hemocoel via the tracheoles or other cell types ([@bib0116]). This has been termed the "passage effect" ([@bib0076]) ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). It was demonstrated that when MNPV ODVs infect midgut cells, some nucleocapsids bypass the nucleus, migrate to the basal lamina side (basement membrane) of the midgut cell, and bud through to infect other cell types ([@bib0006], [@bib0076]). This can occur because other nucleocapsids from the MNPV ODV virion enter the nucleus, uncoat, and express early genes including the BV envelope fusion protein gene, *gp64*. The *gp64* gene has a bipartite early and late promoter and the GP64 protein is produced by 6 hpi by *Ac*MNPV ([@bib0022]). The GP64 protein accumulates on the basement membrane of midgut cells ([@bib0116]) and enables ODV‐derived nucleocapsids to bud as infectious BV. This theory has been supported by the demonstration that the elimination of the *gp64* early promoter reduces the oral infectivity of *Ac*MNPV ([@bib0259]). F proteins such as Ld130 of *Ld*MNPV are produced at late times postinfection ([@bib0207]). However, the promoter structures of the *f protein* genes of *Ld*MNPV and *Spodoptera exigua* multiple nucleopolyhedrovirus (*Se*MNPV) contain early and late virus transcriptional motifs ([@bib0103], [@bib0130]).

Group I MNPVs such as *Ac*MNPV retain F protein homologues (*Ac23*) that are unable to perform any fusion function in the BV ([@bib0178]) but which have been shown to enhance baculovirus oral infectivity ([@bib0162]). This is intriguing given that the *Ac*MNPV F protein present in ODV envelopes ([@bib0034]). The presence of F protein in the ODV and its enhancement of oral infectivity points to F protein being an important ODV protein. ODVs enter midgut cells by direct fusion of the virion envelope with the midgut cell membrane ([@bib0100]) and the simplest explanation is that F protein is involved in the fusion of ODV envelopes with the midgut cell membrane. Presumably the F protein is C‐terminally anchored in the ODV envelope with its N‐terminus exposed.

Another possible role of F protein may involve the passage effect. After fusion of the ODV with the midgut cell membrane, there would be opportunity for F protein transfer into midgut cell membranes. F protein could be absorbed by pinocytosis and subsequently translocated along side nucleocapsids to the basement membrane. This would be a rapid mechanism for ODV virions to pass through the midgut cell cytoplasm and to form BV at the basement membrane. GVs such as *Epap*GV appear only to infect midgut cells but completely evade midgut replication and infect fat body, epidermis, and tracheolar tissues ([@bib0074]). GVs have a single nucleocapsid in each OB and the early ENV protein expression strategy would not work. F protein membrane transfer and translocation may offer these viruses a mechanism of passage through the midgut. The F proteins of group II NPVs and GVs have not yet been identified in the ODV. It has been noted that the nonfunctional *Ac*MNPV F protein homologue has low identity to the functional F protein homologues of group II NPVs and GVs ([@bib0161]). However, F protein homologues of group I NPVs, group II NPVs, and GVs have common structural features ([@bib0161], [@bib0162]) and thus would be expected to be also localized in the ODV envelope.

It has been postulated that *gp64* was acquired during baculovirus evolution ([@bib0206]) and it is established that GP64 is not present in ODV envelopes ([@bib0097], [@bib0116], [@bib0256]). The *gp64* gene has a common origin with tick‐transmitted mammalian arboviruses ([@bib0179]) while the *f protein* gene has an insect origin ([@bib0160]). The different origins of these proteins would influence how they function in the virus.

There are other explanations of the evolution of multiple occlusions. For example, ODV nucleocapsids may be delivering associated proteins that augment virus replication. Multiple occluded nucleocapsids would effectively deliver more of these factors. In addition, delivering several copies of viral genomes decreases the chances that mutation will compromise infection. After waiting for long periods of time in the environment, mutations that occur would be random and multiple genome copies could complement each other.

IV. ODV Nucleocapsid Proteins {#sec0015}
=============================

A. The Nucleocapsid {#sec0016}
-------------------

The nucleocapsids of the ODV and BV have many similarities as they both contain complete viral genomes and have major proteins in common. The ODV nucleocapsid is illustrated in [Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"} . Baculovirus nucleocapsids are 40--70 nm in diameter and 250--400 nm in length ([@bib0026]). The size of the viral genome determines the length of the nucleocapsid. Nucleocapsids are polar, with a claw or base on one end and a nipple or apical cap on the other end ([@bib0063], [@bib0067]). The apical cap is oriented toward the virogenic stroma during nucleocapsid assembly ([@bib0067]). It is also found associated with the forming envelopes of the ODV and is oriented on the peplomer end of BV ([@bib0005], [@bib0067]). The nucleocapsid is composed of an outer protein capsid surrounding a nucleoprotein core ([@bib0011]). The most abundant structural protein of the nucleocapsid is VP39 ([@bib0024], [@bib0080], [@bib0205], [@bib0242]) with monomers arranged in stacked rings around the nucleoprotein core ([@bib0063]).Fig 7Proteins of the ODV nucleocapsid. Some of the proteins found associated with the ODV nucleocapsid are illustrated. The figure is in the context of *Ac*MNPV. The "\*" indicates that the proteins for which the specific location on the nucleocapsids has not been confirmed. We have also placed nucleocapsid‐associated proteins which have DNA‐binding activities or potential transcriptional activation activities on the viral genome. The intent of the figure is to reveal the nucleocapsid as a complex structure of multiple protein types instead of simply protein sheath surrounding Basic Protein and the viral genome.

In addition to the major VP39 capsid protein, there are number of other minor but important capsid‐associated proteins. The PP78/83 (ORF1629) protein is a phosphoprotein that was first identified in viral fractionation studies as a BV/ODV envelope protein and/or ODV tegument protein ([@bib0209]). EM studies later revealed that PP78/83 is associated with the nucleocapsid base ([@bib0222], [@bib0248]). Discovery that PP78/83 nucleates actin polymerization has lead to the suggestion that this protein is involved in nucleocapsid translocation into the nucleus after infection ([@bib0134]). Only 19 PP78/83 homologues are found among 29 baculovirus genomes. PP78/83 appears to play a critical and a multifunctional role ([@bib0121]). The study of a number of baculovirus proteins often reveals multifunctional roles. The name PP78/83 is in reference to the unphosphorylated and phosphorylated state of this protein ([@bib0248]). PP78/83 has also been shown to be a component of the virus‐encoded RNA polymerase complex ([@bib0105]). It is difficult to find a linkage between transcription and virion translocation; however, PP78/83 would be translocated to the nucleus to participate in the transcriptome.

BV/ODV‐C42 is a capsid‐associated protein that was shown by yeast two‐hybrid analysis to interact directly with PP78/83 ([@bib0033]). Homologues to the *bv/odv‐c42* gene are present in all sequenced baculoviruses except *Cuni*NPV. BV/ODV‐C42 has a conserved nuclear localization signal and localizes along with PP78/83 in the DNA‐rich virogenic stroma. BV/ODV‐C42 has not been specifically localized to the capsid base. However, we consider this likely given its association with PP78/83. BV/ODV‐C42 interacts directly with another highly conserved capsid‐associated viral protein called ODV‐EC27 ([@bib0033]). ODV‐EC27, which is also associated with the ODV envelope, is involved in regulating the cell cycle and will be covered in detail in following sections. It is possible that BV/ODV‐C42, ODV‐EC27, and PP68/83 are found associated together as complex at the nucleocapsid base.

The VP80 protein is a capsid‐associated structural protein that was first identified as P87 in *Op*MNPV ([@bib0182]). Other homologues were characterized in *Ac*MNPV (VP80) ([@bib0153]) and *Cf*MNPV (P82) ([@bib0146]). Gene homologues to the *vp80* gene are only found in NPV genomes. The *vp80* gene is transcribed late in infection and the protein localizes in the nucleocapsids of BV and ODV ([@bib0146], [@bib0182]). The VP80 homologue of *Cf*MNPV has 72 and 82 kDa molecular weight protein forms ([@bib0146]) and only the 82‐kDa protein is associated with ODV nucleocapsids. The 82‐kDa form is the result of posttranslational modification given that this protein has a predicted mass of 71.2 kDa. *N*‐Glycosylation was eliminated as a possibility ([@bib0146]) and phosphorylation is an alternative explanation given that this protein has 52 potential phosphorylation sites. Phosphorylation also is prevalent with other capsid‐associated proteins such as PP78/83.

The capsid‐associated protein P24 is conserved among some but not all NPVs and GVs. The *p24* gene is an auxiliary gene as it is absent from variants of *Ld*MNPV ([@bib0230]). It was confirmed by EM and virus fractionation immunoanalysis that P24 was a component of the nucleocapsids of BV and ODV ([@bib0277]). The P24 homologue of *Splt*NPV is present only in the ODV nucleocapsids and migrates in SDS‐PAGE at significantly higher molecular weight than expected (79 kDa instead of 36 kDa) ([@bib0148]). It was suggested that this protein is a homodimer in ODV given that the 36‐kDa monomeric form was detected in infected cell lysates.

B. Nucleoprotein Core {#sec0017}
---------------------

Within the nucleocapsid is a nucleoprotein core composed of supercoiled viral DNA and viral protein. The predominant protein in the nucleoprotein core is a small peptide with a p*I* value of 12 that is aptly named, Basic Protein. It is has been suggested that the positively charged arginine residues of Basic Protein interact with the negatively charged DNA backbone to enable its condensation in the nucleocapsid ([@bib0117]). Basic Protein is protamine‐like ([@bib0244]) and has been called P6.9 or VP12 depending on the baculovirus ([@bib0274], [@bib0275]). Basic Protein is also a phosphoprotein and its phosphorylation is inhibited by the presence of Zn^2+^ ([@bib0070], [@bib0071], [@bib0272]). When nucleocapsids are unpackaged in a new cell, cellular chelators remove Zn^2+^ which promotes Basic Protein to be phosphorylated by capsid‐associated kinases ([@bib0071], [@bib0174], [@bib0272]). The resulting change in charge dissociates Basic Protein from viral DNA which then unpackages from the nucleoprotein core ([@bib0071], [@bib0272]). This unpackaging may occur at nuclear pores or in the nucleus. Ultimately, the viral genome is delivered into the nucleus where it is bound up by host histones ([@bib0273]).

On the basis of pH and salt‐dissociation properties, it was suggested that there is only one major viral protein that is associated with packaged viral DNA ([@bib0290]). However, a significant number of ODV‐associated proteins have DNA‐binding activity and are thus likely minor constituents of the packaged nucleosome.

The *Ac*MNPV ORF59 gene is predicted to encode for an 8.2‐kDa unnamed protein that is associated with ODV nucleocapsids ([@bib0034]). This protein bears strong homology to the *Escherichia coli* protein, ChaB, and we suggest naming this protein, V‐ChaB. There are 20 V‐ChaB homologues among the group I and group II NPVs. The structure of the *E. coli* ChaB has been solved and it has been suggested that ChaB is involved in the regulation of divalent cation transport ([@bib0198]). The most important divalent cation in the nucleocapsid is Zn^2+^ ([@bib0070], [@bib0071], [@bib0272]) and perhaps V‐ChaB protein is involved in the transport of this cation during the condensation of the viral genome. The observed condensation of the tegument after ODV occlusion ([@bib0122]) may be facilitated by the removal of ions from the ODV.

C. Nucleocapsid Proteins Involved in DNA Packaging {#sec0018}
--------------------------------------------------

There is evidence that some capsid‐associated proteins are involved in nucleocapsid assembly and DNA packaging. VP1054 is an essential 42‐kDa baculovirus protein that is required for capsid assembly and the arrangement of VP39 monomers ([@bib0194]). Temperature sensitive (Ts) mutants of the VP1054 protein produce spherical capsids in the virogenic stroma instead of tubular capsids ([@bib0194]). Association of this protein with nucleocapsids ([@bib0034]) may suggest interaction with VP39 during the formation or stacking of VP39 oligomer rings. In one model of nucleocapsid assembly, the capsid base and main body are preassembled in specific locations in the virogenic stroma ([@bib0067]). The nucleoprotein passes through the apical cap and is supercoiled as it is packaged into empty capsid tubes. The supercoiling of viral DNA into the capsid has not been characterized. The nucleocapsid‐associated protein, desmoplakin (*Ac*MNPV ORF66), has some homology to type I topoisomerases and could be involved in mediating the supercoiling of DNA. There are 55 homologues of baculovirus desmoplakins shared among 29 baculovirus genomes. Type I topoisomerases are found associated with the nucleocapsids of *Vaccinia virus* and it has been shown that these proteins accelerate the expression of early viral genes ([@bib0048]).

Several nucleocapsid‐associated proteins have been characterized to have activities suggestive of involvement in viral DNA packaging. Alkaline nuclease (AN or Alk Exo) is a highly conserved and essential nucleocapsid‐associated protein that may be involved in the processing of the viral genome into nucleocapsids by removing aberrant DNA branched structures from condensing DNA ([@bib0143], [@bib0193]).

Very late factor‐1 (VLF‐1) is a protein that binds to burst elements on delayed late gene promoters and is associated with enhancement of delayed late gene expression ([@bib0170], [@bib0177], [@bib0287]). VLF‐1 is essential for virus replication ([@bib0147], [@bib0247], [@bib0286]) and it is associated with BV and ODV nucleocapsids ([@bib0287]). The VLF‐1 protein binds to cruciform DNA structures and may have a role in processing of the viral genome during nucleocapsid assembly ([@bib0172]). On the basis of the DNA‐binding activities, VLF‐1 and AN would be expected to be associated with the viral genome in the nucleoprotein core region. The persistence of VLF‐1 and AN with ODV nucleocapsids may point to additional functions for these proteins. Perhaps VLF‐1 binding to burst elements blocks early transcription of very late promoters so that essential early promoters are favored.

D. DNA Replication Proteins in the Nucleocapsid {#sec0019}
-----------------------------------------------

As has been discussed earlier, baculoviruses have evolved to minimize or bypass viral replication in columnar epithelial cells. One of the reasons for this is that columnar epithelial cells are in an arrested state. Many of the host DNA replication factors are not present in arrested cells and this is a challenge for replication of a large genome DNA virus. The nucleocapsids of ODVs have consequentially evolved to carry with them viral DNA replication factors along with the viral genome. The six core baculovirus DNA replication proteins are immediate early 1 (IE‐1), DNA polymerase (DNApol), P143 (helicase), LEF‐1 (primase), LEF‐2 (primase cofactor), and LEF‐3 (single‐stranded DNA‐binding protein or SSB) ([@bib0123], [@bib0155]). ODV nucleocapsids contain all of these proteins but for LEF‐2 ([@bib0034]). The absence of LEF‐2 is surprising given its oligomerization with LEF‐1 ([@bib0059], [@bib0092]) and its stabilization of LEF‐1 binding to DNA ([@bib0171]). BV nucleocapsids do not contain IE‐1 or P143 ([@bib0034]).

All of the core DNA replication factors bind to DNA and the binding by DNApol and P143 is inferred by their functions in DNA synthesis and in strand separation, respectively. IE‐1 binds to replication origin DNA sequences called homologous repeats (hrs) ([@bib0125], [@bib0203]). LEF‐3 binds to single‐stranded DNA ([@bib0083]) and binds to P143 ([@bib0281]) and to IE‐1 ([@bib0092]). The baculovirus exonuclease AN has been shown to bind to DNA and to complex with LEF‐3 ([@bib0173]). The location of DNA replication factors in the ODV nucleocapsid has not been determined. However, their DNA‐binding activities and cointeractions would lead to the conclusion that these factors are bound to the viral genome in the nucleoprotein core of the nucleocapsid.

Other ODV capsid‐associated proteins with potential involvement in DNA replication include host cell factor HCF‐1 ([@bib0034]) and viral proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) ([@bib0197]). HCF‐1 is required for *Ac*MNPV DNA replication in *Trichoplusia ni* cell lines ([@bib0154]) and it augments the ability of this virus to orally infect *T. ni* larvae ([@bib0156]).

PCNA, which functions as a DNA replication factor has strong DNA‐binding tendencies and is probably part of the nucleosome. Eukaryotic PCNAs have been correlated with DNA synthesis, DNA repair, and cell cycle regulation ([@bib0036], [@bib0128], [@bib0164], [@bib0232]). The viral PCNA is localized in viral DNA replication complexes ([@bib0106]) and is not essential ([@bib0107]) or stimulatory ([@bib0123]) for viral DNA replication in insect cell lines. In cell culture, the host PCNA appears to compensate for absence of the viral PCNA ([@bib0107]). Supplementing the ODV virion with viral PCNA may be advantageous to the virus as insect midgut cells produce low levels of cellular PCNA ([@bib0296]).

E. DNA Repair Proteins of the Nucleocapsid {#sec0020}
------------------------------------------

One of the major antagonists to the viability of baculoviruses is exposure to light and when absorbed by the virions, it changes the energetic state of proteins and DNA. This leads to uncontrolled covalent bond breakages and functional inactivation. In one study examining the effects of time, temperature and light, the latter was the major factor influencing viability ([@bib0109]). Ultraviolet (UV) light only represents 5% of sunlight energy but is the form of energy that most damages baculovirus viability ([@bib0224]). Baculovirus OBs persist in the environment for long periods of time and are frequently exposed to UV light. Exposure of OBs to UV light results in dramatic decrease of oral infectivity ([@bib0224]). Natural reservoirs of viable baculovirus OBs are most prevalent on plant stems and nonlight exposed surfaces ([@bib0215]).

When insect cells are exposed to UV radiation and subsequently are infected with UV‐inactivated baculoviruses, these cells are able to recover viral viability ([@bib0276]). It was hypothesized that UV induces synthesis of host enzymes that enable repair of UV‐damaged viral genomes. Some baculoviruses may have acquired the host DNA repair genes such as viral‐three prime repair exonuclease (V‐TREX) and photolyase. Homologues to the *v‐trex* gene have only been identified in *Ag*MNPV ([@bib0226], [@bib0229]), *Cf*MNPV ([@bib0285]), and *Cf*DEFNPV ([@bib0139]). The *v‐trex* gene may have been acquired from the host given its homology to insect genes ([@bib0229]). Although there is no direct evidence of virion localization, V‐TREX overproduction leads to significantly increased levels of associated 3′ to 5′ exonuclease activity in BV ([@bib0226]). The astounding success of *Ag*MNPV as viral insecticide may be partially attributed to the resistance of this virus to UV damage in the field. Another example of a candidate baculovirus DNA repair enzyme is a photolyase that has been identified in the genomes of *Tn*SNPV ([@bib0271]) and *Chch*NPV ([@bib0246]). The baculovirus photolyase and V‐TREX proteins point to a selective pressure for baculoviruses to acquire DNA repair enzyme genes.

It would be advantageous for ODV virions to carry DNA repair proteins so that lethal mutations can be repaired immediately after the genome is released into a new host cell. ODV virions carry with them a number of proteins that could be involved in DNA repair. For example, damaged DNA strands could be removed by the 5′ to 3′ activities of the exonuclease AN. The DNApol complex proteins could also play a role in the resynthesis of damaged DNA.

It is possible that the viral PCNA is involved in DNA repair for viral genomes after infection. In some systems, PCNA has been shown to be specifically involved in the repair of UV‐damaged DNA ([@bib0002], [@bib0144]).

The ODV‐associated peptide product of *Ac*MNPV, ORF79, has 20 other baculovirus homologues and is very similar to a family of UvrC intron‐encoded nucleases (URI) ([@bib0010]). This family of enzymes is involved in bacterial DNA repair defenses after UV damage ([@bib0010]). The URI nucleases enable repair of damaged DNA by making strand incisions on both sides of the DNA lesion. In bacterial systems, they function as part of a complex with ABC‐type UvrA ATPases and UvrB helicases ([@bib0150], [@bib0151]). It is likely that the *Ac*MNPV ORF79 gene was acquired from bacteria or another insect virus. The entomopathogenic nematode bacteria, *Photorhabdus luminescens* and the insect iridovirus type 6, both encode ORF79 homologues.

Some researchers have engineered DNA repair genes into baculoviruses such as the DNA glycosylase, cv‐PDG ([@bib0208]). This resulted in increased tolerance of the BV form of baculoviruses to UV‐C radiation but had only negligible effects on the ability of ODVs to tolerate UV light. Failure of this strategy may have been due to poor engineering of the protein to be a component of the ODV nucleocapsid. This kind of approach attempting to engineer baculovirus tolerance to UV light will likely become more important in the future. Given the complexity of the ODV, it may be simplest to evaluate some of less common baculovirus auxiliary UV protection gene candidates such as *v‐trex* or *photolyase* before venturing into other systems.

F. Cell Cycle Regulator Proteins in the Nucleocapsid {#sec0021}
----------------------------------------------------

As has been mentioned previously, midgut cells are in a state that metabolically will not support viral DNA replication. In addition to DNA replication factors, baculovirus ODV virions carry proteins that promote midgut cell rejuvenation. Differentiated midgut cells are in a nondividing, Gap 0 (G~0~) cell cycle phase ([@bib0072], [@bib0152]). Dividing cells have four possible phases; G~1~ phase (gap 1), S phase (DNA synthesis), G~2~ phase (gap 2), and M phase (mitosis). ODV nucleocapsids carry with them proteins that appear designed to shift the cell cycle out of the G~0~ phase and into the S phase or DNA synthesis phase.

ODV‐EC27, which is conserved among all baculovirus genomes, is the first ODV protein to be described with involvement in the cell cycle ([@bib0017]). This protein has the "EC" designation due to localization in the envelopes and nucleocapsids of ODVs ([@bib0030]). When isolated from ODVs, this protein migrates at 27 kDa in reducing SDS‐PAGE gels which is less than the expected size of 33 kDa ([@bib0030]). Other larger sizes of ODV‐EC27 were also detected in ODVs and BVs, which may be homodimers and homotrimers ([@bib0017], [@bib0030]).

One of the more important avenues of investigation of ODV‐EC27 centered around a cyclin box motif that was identified in residues 80--110 of *Ac*MNPV ODV‐EC27 ([@bib0017]). Cyclins are proteins that mediate shifting of the cell cycle through interaction with cyclin‐dependent kinases (CDKs). ODV‐EC27 was shown to bear significant similarity to *Bombyx mori* cyclin B ([@bib0014]). Notably, the authors of this study refer to the *Bm*NPV ODV‐EC27 homologue as "viral cyclin" or V‐CYC.

Immunoprecipitation experiments demonstrated that the ODV‐EC27 coprecipitates with CDKs and that these complexes will phosphorylate the known CDK substrates, histone H1 and retinoblastoma (pRB) ([@bib0017]). Immunoprecipitation experiments ODV‐EC27 binding specificity to cell division cycle kinase 2 (Cdc2) ([@bib0017]). Cdc2 forms complexes with cyclin B to trigger cells to enter mitosis and divide ([@bib0188]). In other words, cyclin B/Cdc2 complexes induce the G~2~/M phase transition. At late times in baculovirus infection, cyclin B is rapidly degraded and cells enter G~2~/M phase transition arrest ([@bib0031]). This loss of cyclin B coincides with formation of ODV‐EC27/Cdc2 complexes ([@bib0017]). ODV‐EC27 lacks a cyclin‐like destruction box motif thus providing mechanism to maintain ODV‐EC27/Cdc2 complexes and G~2~/M phase arrest. It has been suggested that maintaining G~2~/M phase arrest at late times in infection is very important from the prospective of the ODV assembly ([@bib0017]). During M phase, the nuclear envelope breaks down to permit chromosomal segregation and cell division. Arresting the cells before the onset of M phase may be required for ODV assembly given that they acquire their envelopes from the INM, which would be lost if cells were permitted to proceed through M phase. The inner nuclear envelope may also have physical characteristics at the end of the G~2~ phase which may make it more easily acquired to form ODV envelopes. It should be noted however, that the nuclear membrane completely disintegrates prior to the assembly of GV ODVs ([@bib0074]).

Why is ODV‐EC27 a structural protein of the ODV given its involvement in G~2~/M phase arrest at late times in infection? ODV‐EC27 also coimmunoprecipitates with cyclin‐dependent kinase 6 (Cdk6) ([@bib0017]). Cdk6 normally binds to cyclin D to promote cells to proceed from quiescent G~0~ and G~1~ phases to the DNA synthesis S phase (for review see [@bib0060]). DNA viruses require cells to enter the S phase in order that nucleotides and other cellular resources are made available for virus DNA replication. Emphasis on S phase transition early in baculovirus infection is supported by studies of the baculovirus immediate early gene, IE‐2, which independently causes cells to enter S phase arrest ([@bib0212]). Curiously, IE‐2 has not been detected in the ODV.

ODV‐EC27 complexes with cellular PCNA and possibly viral PCNA in nucleocapsids of BV and ODV ([@bib0017]). In addition to being involved in DNA synthesis and repair, PCNA has also been shown in mammalian models ([@bib0282], [@bib0293]) and insect models ([@bib0120]) to form complexes with cyclin D and CDKs to promote cell cycle shifts into S phase (for review see [@bib0166]). The viral PCNA is nonessential for baculovirus replication but appears to enhance infectivity ([@bib0106], [@bib0107]). Providing the PCNA cell cycle factors may provide an advantage for ODVs as cellular PCNA is present in low abundance in insect midgut cells ([@bib0296]).

Yeast two‐hybrid experiments revealed that ODV‐EC27 binds directly with nucleocapsid proteins BV/ODV‐C42 and PP78/83 ([@bib0033]). As mentioned earlier, PP78/83 is a nucleocapsid base‐associated structural protein. BV/ODV‐C42 was identified to contain the canonical pRB‐binding motif (LXCXE) ([@bib0033], [@bib0065]). This may be significant for association of ODV‐EC27 with pRB ([@bib0017]). The LXCXE motif is however only conserved among three BV/ODV‐C42 homologues (*Ac*MNPV, *Bm*NPV, and *Ro*MNPV).

There are likely more ODV‐associated protein involved in shifting the cell cycle that have not been characterized. The 13.3‐kDa predicted product of *Ac*MNPV ORF102 is may be one of those proteins. A BLAST search of this protein\'s sequence identified some similarity to NIMA kinases. NIMA is an acronym for Never In Mitosis gene A which is a type of protein involved in regulation of the cell cycle ([@bib0185], [@bib0186]).

G. Apoptosis Inhibitor Proteins in the Nucleocapsid {#sec0022}
---------------------------------------------------

One of the primary strategies that cells use to evade virus infection is a self‐destructive response called programmed cell death or apoptosis. This altruistic behavior sacrifices the virus‐infected cell to mitigate virus replication and spread throughout the organism. Insect midgut epithelial cells are easily triggered to undergo apoptosis not only from response to viral infections but also from their routine turnover in the midgut.

Baculoviruses produce two classes of proteins that can prevent cells from undergoing apoptosis, P35 ([@bib0044]) and inhibitors of apoptosis (IAP) type ([@bib0240]) (for review see [@bib9000]). Baculoviruses frequently encode both classes of *p35* and *iap* genes and even multiple copies. The P35 and IAP proteins are synthesized abundantly at the onset of infection due to strong early promoters. Given the obvious emphasis baculoviruses place on apoptosis inhibitors, it is surprising that P35 and IAP have not been localized in ODV or BV. This may have something to do with localization of P35 and IAP in the cytoplasm and assembly of nucleocapsids in the nucleus.

The nucleocapsid‐associated baculovirus protein P33 may be involved in apoptosis given that this protein binds to murine or human p53 ([@bib0213]). The cellular p53 protein is involved in apoptosis and cell cycle regulation (for review see [@bib0013], [@bib0045]). Cosynthesis of P33 with the cellular protein p53 in insect cells leads to apoptosis ([@bib0213]). The P33 protein appears essential for baculovirus infection ([@bib0213]), and existence of an insect homologue to p53 ([@bib0111]) leads to the possibility that P33 is involved in mechanisms which target p53 in order to inhibit apoptosis or permit cell cycle progression. P53 is a DNA‐binding protein and it is possible that P33 associates with host P53 proteins on the viral genome in nucleocapsids. The apoptosis observed with the coexpression of p33 and p53 would be inhibitory to virus infection and thus the virus likely retains p33 to interact with additional proteins.

It was hypothesized that baculovirus ring finger proteins like CG30, IE‐2, PE38, *Bm*NPV ORF35 (*Ac*MNPV ORF44), IAP1, and IAP2 were ubiquitin ligases that may catalyze the ubiquitination and destruction of cellular p53 ([@bib0104]). Herpesviruses and adenoviruses shift the cell cycle for DNA replication by employing virus‐encoded ring finger/ubiquitin ligases to targeting cellular P53 for ubiquitination by viral ([@bib0027], [@bib0261]). Only IAP2, IE‐2, and PE38 had ubiquitin ligase activities and such activities were inconclusive for CG30 ([@bib0104]). CG30 is the only protein among these that have been localized to ODVs.

H. Nucleocapsid‐Associated Proteins Involved in Transcriptional Activation {#sec0023}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The IE‐1 protein is not only involved in DNA replication but is also a highly conserved transcriptional activator of viral genes ([@bib0041], [@bib0042], [@bib0043], [@bib0126], [@bib0200]) and is also a required component of viral DNA replication complex ([@bib0123], [@bib0155]). IE‐1 predominantly localizes in the virogenic stroma where DNA replication occurs ([@bib0115]). IE‐1 also colocalizes with VP39 in the virogenic stroma ([@bib0115]) and thus is present in regions of capsid assembly. The *ie‐1* gene is strongly expressed early in infection and its transcripts can be detected within 20 minutes postinfection ([@bib0124]). One the potential roles of nucleocapsid‐associated IE‐1 may be to transcriptionally activate the expression of early viral genes immediately after the genome has been unpackaged in the nucleus of a new host cell.

The nucleocapsid‐associated protein PNK/PNL (polynucleotide kinase/polynucleotide ligase) is an 80‐kDa protein that was first identified as a unique gene in the genome of *Ac*MNPV ([@bib0012]). The *pnk/pnl* gene is a nonconserved auxiliary gene and is not present in many baculoviruses including variants of *Ac*MNPV such as *Ac*MNPV 1.2, *Gm*MNPV, and *Bm*NPV ([@bib0284]). The *pnk/pnl* gene is expressed early in infection and is nonessential for virus replication ([@bib0052]). *Ro*MNPV is the only other baculovirus known to encode for this 80‐kDa peptide. It was shown that PNK/PNL has three functionally active domains with kinase, phosphatase, and RNA ligase activities, respectively ([@bib0168]). Speculation was made that PKN/PNL enabled the virus to evade an RNA damage‐based host defense.

PNK/PNL could be involved in the RNA splicing and repair activities that occur with the expression of the immediate early transcription factor gene *ie0*. The *ie0* gene is the only known early baculovirus gene to be spliced ([@bib0124], [@bib0204], [@bib0239]) and it plays an essential role establishing baculovirus infection ([@bib0204], [@bib0234]). The *ie0* gene results from the splicing of a small exon onto the 5′ end of the *ie‐1* gene ([@bib0040]). Expression of *ie0* occurs very rapidly in the first few hours of infection and then diminishes while *ie‐1* expression continues late into the virus replication cycle ([@bib0124]). At the beginning of infection, there is likely an immediate need for robust RNA‐splicing activities to ensure translation of IE0. The capsid‐associated PNK/PNL protein may be present to augment these cellular splicing activities. This may be necessary in some cell types that the virus infects. The ratios of IE0 and IE‐1 also affect baculovirus host specificity ([@bib0157], [@bib0204], [@bib0234]) and thus PNK/PNL may be playing a role in specificity through RNA splicing.

The CG30 protein is a nucleocapsid‐associated protein with a very distinctive C‐terminal C~3~HC~4~ zinc ring finger motif, an N‐terminal leucine zipper motif ([@bib0241]). The leucine zipper and zinc finger are considered DNA‐binding motifs; it is likely that CG30 is binding to viral genomic DNA within nucleocapsids.

The CG30 protein is nonessential for virus replication ([@bib0201]) and was suggested to be involved in transcriptional activation due to the presence of a central acidic domain ([@bib0201], [@bib0241]). Oddly, the deletion mutant of CG30 was slightly more orally infectious and produced more BV ([@bib0201]). Given its immediate cost on the virus, *cg30* must be an auxiliary gene with long‐term evolutionary benefits such as host range. Homologues to the *cg30* gene are present only in NPVs and in all cases, the *cg30* gene is downstream and in the same orientation as the major capsid protein encoding gene *vp39*. The *cg30* gene is transcribed from an early promoter and late *vp39* transcripts are bicistronic such that they include the *cg30* ORF in addition to the *vp39* ORF ([@bib0024], [@bib0157], [@bib0241]). There is no direct evidence that CG30 is translated from this late transcript; however, only 2 bp separate the end of the *vp39* ORF from the beginning of the *cg30* ORF and from what is known of baculovirus bicistronic translation ([@bib0039]), CG30 is likely synthesized in lesser amounts but at the same time as VP39. This timing of production would provide CG30 proteins for inclusion with nucleocapsids.

V. ODV Envelope and Tegument Proteins {#sec0024}
=====================================

A. ODV Proteins Interacting with the Tegument {#sec0025}
---------------------------------------------

Tegument proteins are defined by viral fractionation techniques involving several detergents. In these techniques, ODVs are treated with detergents such as Nonidet P‐40 (NP‐40) and the soluble proteins are defined as envelope proteins and the remaining insoluble proteins are assumed to be nucleocapsid proteins. Tegument proteins are solublized by NP‐40 due to loss of viral envelopes retaining them within the virions. Discriminating ODV integral envelope proteins from tegument proteins can be done using phase separation and the detergent Triton X‐114 (TX‐114) ([@bib0025]). The tegument protein GP41 is released from ODVs by NP‐40 detergent ([@bib0199], [@bib0265]), and some have suggested GP41 is an integral ODV envelope protein ([@bib0199]). However, GP41 partitions entirely into the aqueous phase in TX‐114 detergent separation experiments ([@bib0265]). Hidden Markov analysis ([@bib0127]) of all GP41 homologues found no predicted transmembrane domains.

The GP41 protein is also an *O*‐glycosylated protein ([@bib0108], [@bib0199], [@bib0265]) and to our knowledge is the only *O*‐glycosylated baculovirus protein. The significance of this to the function of GP41 is unknown. The only functional studies of GP41 suggest this ODV structural protein affects BV production. A Ts mutant of GP41 blocked nucleocapsid exit from the nucleus at Ts conditions (33°C) and prevented formation of BV ([@bib0195]). It was suggested that presence of GP41 in the ODV tegument was "adventitious" and was the result of the proteins presence in the nucleoplasm. This may be a premature interpretation of the role of GP41. This protein is conserved among all baculovirus genomes sequenced so far. The hymenopteran *Nese*NPV and *Nele*NPV baculoviruses contain *gp41* gene homologues ([@bib0073], [@bib0138]) and these viruses appear to produce only ODV. Earlier observations could have been the result of a Ts mutant GP41 inappropriately interacting with nucleocapsids exiting the nucleus. ODVs are not occluded in wt *Ac*MNPV at 33°C ([@bib0140]) and thus the role of GP41 in the ODV could not be examined for GP41 Ts mutants.

ODV‐EC43 was first characterized in the baculovirus *Ha*SNPV ([@bib0061]) and was found to be localized both in the ODV nucleocapsid and in the envelope. Some homologues of this protein contain transmembrane domain motifs, although the majority do not. ODV‐EC43 is conserved among all baculovirus genomes and is the predicted product of *Ac*MNPV ORF109. ODV‐EC43 was also detected in the ODVs of *Ac*MNPV ([@bib0034]).

P91 is a highly conserved baculovirus protein that may be in the ODV tegument cross linking the virion envelope with nucleocapsids ([@bib0219]). P91 is present in the *Op*MNPV ODV as 91‐ and 102‐kDa molecular weight forms. P91 is not specific to the ODV and is also found in the BV as single 91‐kDa form. The homologues to this protein consistently contain highly hydrophobic N‐terminal transmembrane motifs similar to ones present in ODV other envelope proteins ([@bib0099], [@bib0228]). The localization pattern of P91 is in the nuclear ring zone ([@bib0115], [@bib0219]) similar to what is observed for ODV envelope proteins such as ODV‐E66 ([@bib0098]) and P74 ([@bib0228]). Immuno‐EM images showed association of P91 with envelopes and with nucleocapsids ([@bib0219]). P91 could not be dissociated completely from ODV virions by NP‐40 detergents or by disulfide reducing agents. This is thought to be due to unknown covalent bonds between P91 and nucleocapsid proteins ([@bib0219]).

B. ODV Envelope Proteins {#sec0026}
------------------------

ODV envelope proteins are more diverse in composition compared to those of BV envelopes. ODV envelope proteins are playing biological roles in ODV occlusion and interaction with the midgut. ODV envelope proteins include a group of proteins called *per os* infectivity factors (PIFs). The core conserved ODV envelope proteins are ODV‐E18, ODV‐E56, P74, PIF‐1, PIF‐2, Ac115 (PIF‐3), and Ac150 (PIF‐4). These proteins are shown as components of the ODV envelope in [Fig. 8](#fig0008){ref-type="fig"} . ODV‐E18 is listed as not to be present in the mosquito baculovirus *Cuni*NPV ([@bib0007]). However, *Cuni*NPV ORF31 appears to be a distant homologue to *odv‐e18*. It is located upstream of *odv‐ec27*, and its protein product is predicted to have a hydrophobicity profile similar to ODV‐E18. In addition to the universally conserved ODV envelope proteins, ODV envelope proteins ODV‐E66 and ODV‐E25 are in all lepidopteran baculoviruses.Fig 8Proteins of the ODV envelope and tegument. The illustration represents a dissected view of the structure of the ODV with emphasis on the envelope. The figure is in the context of *Ac*MNPV. The major ODV‐associated proteins with predicted transmembrane domains are shown in the ODV envelope. The "\*" indicates that there is no data to suggest the orientation of these proteins in the ODV envelope. FP25K, which is capsid associated, also appears on the ODV envelope due to its apparent interaction with the transmembrane domains of ODV‐E66 and ODV‐E25. Tegument proteins are also illustrated in the main virion on the right side.

C. ODV‐E18, ODV‐E35, and ODV‐EC27 {#sec0027}
---------------------------------

As covered earlier, ODV‐EC27 is a nucleocapsid‐associated protein involved in altering the host cell replication cycle. The *Ac*MNPV homologue of ODV‐EC27 lacks a transmembrane domain motif and we are reluctant to classify ODV‐EC27 as an envelope protein. In the NPVs, the *odv‐e18* gene is found immediately upstream and in the same orientation as the *odv‐ec27* gene. ODV‐E18 is an integral ODV envelope protein and all homologues have N‐terminal transmembrane motif regions. ODV‐E18 and ODV‐EC27 were first characterized as products from *Ac*MNPV (strain E2) ([@bib0030]). For this virus, the *odv‐e18* gene is 269 bp long and encodes for a predicted 9.5‐kDa protein product. However, the ODV‐E18 protein migrates at an estimated size of 18 kDa in reducing SDS‐PAGE gels ([@bib0030]). Post secondary modification has been ruled out and it has been proposed that ODV‐E18 is a strongly associated homodimer ([@bib0030]). ODV‐EC27 is translated from the 872‐bp ORF, 15 bp downstream of the ODV‐E18 ORF. The ODV‐EC27 gene product has a predicted mass of 33 kDa but migrates at 27 kDa in SDS‐PAGE.

Immuno‐based experiments suggest that ODV‐E18 and ODV‐EC27 produce a chimeric fusion protein or a heterodimer called ODV‐E35 ([@bib0030]). In *Ac*MNPV, ODV‐E18, and ODV‐EC27, ORFs are only separated by 15 bp and they are transcribed as a bicistron mRNA. The ODV‐E18/ODV‐EC27 bicistron is conserved among the following baculoviruses (the distance between ORFs is indicated in brackets); *Ac*MNPV (15 bp), *Adho*NPV (31 bp), *Bm*NPV (14 bp), *Cf*DEFNPV (14 bp), *Hear*SNPV (14 bp), *Hz*SNPV (14 bp), *Eppo*NPV (14 bp), *Nele*NPV (14 bp), *Nese*NPV (25 bp), *Op*MNPV (26 bp), *Ld*MNPV (17 bp), *Cf*MNPV (28 bp), *Chch*NPV (36 bp), *Maco*NPV‐A (38 bp), *Maco*NPV‐B (38 bp), *Raou*NPV (16 bp), *Se*MNPV (54 bp), *Splt*NPV (31 bp), and *Tn*SNPV (40 bp).

The genetic linkage of ODV‐E18 and ODV‐EC27 is not present in GV baculoviruses. In these viruses, the genes are separated by great distances: *Agse*GV (NC_005839) (77,419 bp), *Ado*rGV (NC_005038) (57,419 bp), *Cyle*GV (65,249 bp), *Cypo*GV (69,143 bp), *Plxy*GV (54,987 bp), *Phop*GV (69,183 bp), and *Xecn*GV (96,723 bp). We noted that the ODV‐EC27 homologues of these viruses all contain strong transmembrane motifs in their C‐terminal regions that are not present in the NPV homologues. It is possible that ODV‐EC27 localizes exclusively in the ODV envelopes of GVs.

[@bib0029], [@bib0030] suggested that ODV‐E35 is produced from translational frameshifting between ODV‐E18 and ODV‐EC27. Translational frame shifting in the context of baculovirus infection has been observed before ([@bib0270]). The combined molecular weights of 9‐kDa monomeric E18 and 27‐kDa EC27 would produce a protein migrating at 36 kDa.

ODV‐E35 is an integral ODV envelope protein and we speculate that ODV‐E35 may be employed by the virus to localize ODV‐EC27 peptide domains on the tegument side of the envelope. As mentioned earlier, ODV‐EC27 binds to a number of nucleocapsid‐associated proteins including BV/ODV‐C42 and PP78/83 ([@bib0033]). ODV‐E35 may be stabilizing the ODV virion structure by cross‐linking the envelope with nucleocapsid bound proteins.

D. ODV‐E66 and ODV‐E25 {#sec0028}
----------------------

ODV‐E25 is an integral ODV envelope protein that is N‐terminally anchored in the envelope ([@bib0099], [@bib0221]). The single N‐terminal transmembrane motif of ODV‐E25 is conserved among homologues. ODV‐E25 is also found in BV but is comparatively more abundant in ODV ([@bib0221]).

ODV‐E66 is an integral ODV envelope protein that like ODV‐E25 is N‐terminally anchored in envelope ([@bib0099], [@bib0221]). ODV‐E66 is however exclusively found in the envelope ([@bib0098]). In addition to a conserved N‐terminal transmembrane motif, some ODV‐E66 homologues have internal transmembrane motifs. However, they are not conserved in position and do not have as high transmembrane probability scores. Yeast two‐hybrid and immunoprecipitation experiments showed that the exposed C‐terminal regions of ODV‐E66 and ODV‐E25 interact ([@bib0032]). This would argue that ODV‐E66 and ODV‐E25 have common orientation in the ODV envelope. Experiments with membrane‐trafficking proteins also show that ODV‐E25 and ODV‐E66 have common orientation in the ER membrane ([@bib0223]).

Data has been published addressing the orientation of ODV‐E66 and ODV‐E25 in the ODV envelope. In a study where the transmembrane region of ODV‐E66 was fused to the N‐terminus of GFP, the resulting protein chimera was exposed on microvesicle surfaces ([@bib0035]). This data was extrapolated to suggest that ODV‐E66 is exposed on the cytoplasmic side of the ER and the nucleoplasmic side of the INM. Several indirect lines of evidence point to ODV‐E66 and ODV‐E25 being oriented on the inner side of the ODV envelope. First, ODV‐E25 is not completely released from ODV by NP‐40 detergent and remains residually associated with the nucleocapsid ([@bib0219]). Second, yeast two‐hybrid and immunoprecipitation show that ODV‐E66 binds to the major capsid protein VP39 ([@bib0032]). From this we would suggest that ODV‐E66 and ODV‐E25 are involved in ODV capsid envelopment. A caveat to our prediction of ODV‐E66 orientation is that the ODV‐E66 of *Ac*MNPV may be cleaved by trypsins in ODV preparations. This would indicate surface exposure of ODV‐E66. When this 66‐kDa protein was purified from OBs, a smaller 60‐kDa molecular weight form appeared ([@bib0098]). N‐terminal sequencing suggested that this was a tryptic digest product of ODV‐E66 ([@bib0098]). The trypsin cleavage site is not conserved among ODV‐E66 homologues and the authors of this study did not speculate on the origin of the trypsin activity present in ODV preparations.

Deletion mutants of ODV‐E66 demonstrate that this protein is not required for BV production ([@bib0219]). Insect oral bioassay data has not been published on these viruses so it is not known if ODV‐E66 is an essential PIF. Deletion mutants have not been made for ODV‐E25. If we assume orientation inside the virion, ODV‐E66 and ODV‐E25 are not likely to be involved in ODV attachment or fusion to the midgut.

E. Trafficking of ODV Envelope Proteins, FP25K and BV/ODV‐E26 {#sec0029}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Studying ODV envelope proteins is made more difficult by the complexity of the translocation of viral proteins into the ODV envelope. The ER, outer nuclear membrane (ONM), INM, and nuclear pore complex are a continuous network of membranes exploited by baculoviruses to deliver proteins to the ODV envelope ([@bib0035]). The INM is presumed to be the source of ODV envelopes ([@bib0098], [@bib0099]). ODV envelope proteins which begin in the ER are targeted to the INM which blebs off as ODV envelope precursor microvesicles in the nuclear ring zone ([@bib0098], [@bib0099]).

The major ODV envelope proteins do not have N‐terminal membrane insertion signal peptides and ODV envelope proteins are almost never *N*‐glycosylated ([@bib0035]). One exception is the *Spodoptera litura* MNPV ORF137 ODV envelope protein that has been shown to be *N*‐glycosylated ([@bib0289]). There are few other viral homologues to this protein. F protein is an *N*‐glycosylated protein with an N‐terminal signal peptide and although it is associated in the ODV, F protein is considered specific for the BV. The primary ODV envelope proteins have prominent hydrophobic transmembrane motifs that are involved in membrane insertion, anchoring, and localization in the ODV envelope ([@bib0098], [@bib0099], [@bib0228]). ODV envelope proteins exhibit the ability to spontaneously insert themselves into membranes ([@bib0099], [@bib0228], [@bib0288]). These hydrophobic transmembrane motifs have been termed INM sorting motifs ([@bib0035]).

The proteins FP25K and BV/ODV‐E26 ([@bib0018], [@bib0032]) may play an important role in the trafficking of ODV envelope proteins. FP25K associates with BV and ODV nucleocapsids ([@bib0032]) and BV/ODV‐E26 associates with BV and ODV envelopes ([@bib0018]). BV/ODV‐E26 has been localized on the plasma membrane, BV envelopes, INM microvesicles, and ODV envelopes ([@bib0018]). BV/ODV‐E26 lacks transmembrane domain motifs and is released from ODVs by NP‐40 detergent treatment ([@bib0018]). Like the tegument protein GP41 ([@bib0265]), BV/ODV‐E26 fractionates into the aqueous phase of TX‐114 detergent phase partition assays ([@bib0018]). BV/ODV‐E26 is thus a peripheral membrane protein and interaction with FP25K would orient BV/ODV‐E26 to inner side of the ODV envelope. A small proportion of BV/ODV‐E26 protein remains with purified BV and ODV nucleocapsids ([@bib0018]). Presumably this is due to association with FP25K.

FP25K studies began with a few polyhedra (FP) mutant baculovirus phenotypes that occurred during high titer, serial passage in cell culture ([@bib0068], [@bib0069], [@bib0233]). Many FP mutant baculovirus phenotypes resulted from the disruption of the *fp25k* gene ([@bib0016]), thus the nomenclature "few polyhedra 25K" or FP25K. The lack of polyhedra in FP25K mutants was first correlated with the inappropriate localization of polyhedrin ([@bib0110]) and decreased *polyhedrin* gene transcription ([@bib0087]). FP25K mutants failed to translocate ODV‐E66 to INM vesicles ([@bib0218]) and ODV‐E66 peptide became significantly less abundant while the mRNA transcripts of *odv‐e66* were unchanged ([@bib0032], [@bib0218]). Immunoprecipitation and yeast two‐hybrid analysis revealed interaction of FP25K with ODV envelope proteins, ODV‐E25 in addition to ODV‐E66 ([@bib0032], [@bib0113]).

Despite being localized in BV nucleocapsids, FP25K is not required for BV production. Absence of FP25K results in increased abundance of GP64 ([@bib0032]) and increased production of BV ([@bib0086], [@bib0280]). BV budding is driven by GP64 accumulation on the cell membrane ([@bib0196]). Coinciding with GP64 accumulation, FP25K deletion mutants also produce more BV/ODV‐E26 ([@bib0032]). Homologues to BV/ODV‐E26 are exclusive to group I NPVs that use GP64 as their primary ENV protein. However, BV/ODV‐E26 has not been shown to interact with GP64 and paradoxically, FP25K coimmunoprecipitates GP64 ([@bib0032]).

It is interesting that FP25K deletion mutants also affect the transport of the viral protein V‐CATH ([@bib0113]). V‐CATH is cathepsin‐like proteinase involved in the lytic release of OBs from virus‐infected cells and from host tissues ([@bib0191], [@bib0227], [@bib0235]). Both V‐CATH and GP64 are *N*‐glycoproteins with membrane insertion signal peptides and are likely sharing common pathways in the ER. Normally, V‐CATH copurifies with BVs ([@bib0135]) but is apparently not being secreted in FP25K mutants.

It has been suggested that FP25K mutant effects may be "stoichiometric" in nature ([@bib0032]) and not directly caused by FP25K mutation. FP25K is definitively directly involved in the transport of membrane proteins. Covalent cross‐linking experiments revealed that FP25K and also BV/ODV‐E26 bind to the transmembrane region sorting motifs of ODV‐E66 and ODV‐E25 ([@bib0035], [@bib0223]). Interaction between BV/ODV‐E26 and FP25K may determine the trafficking of BV bound envelope proteins (GP64) and ODV bound envelope proteins (ODV‐E25, ODV‐E66). The mechanism by which FP25K and BV/ODV‐E26 traffic proteins may involve actin or cystoskeleton filaments. FP25K has been identified to contain three myosin‐like regions and one actin‐binding motif ([@bib0018], [@bib0032]). BV/ODV‐E26 also has a tropomysosin motif. The nucleocapsids of FP25K deletion mutants were not efficiently enveloped ([@bib0113]). Given the role FP25K plays in ODV‐E66 translocation, this indirectly supports the premise that ODV‐E66 is involved in ODV capsid envelopment.

The mosquito baculovirus *Cuni*NPV ([@bib0007]) and the sawfly baculoviruses *Nele*NPV ([@bib0138]) and *Nese*NPV ([@bib0073]) lack ODV‐E25 and ODV‐E66 and yet the major ODV envelope proteins ODV‐E56, PIF‐1, PIF‐2, and P74 are present in these viruses. This would imply that FP25K is specifically involved in translocation of ODV‐E66 and ODV‐E25 and not required for transport of the other ODV envelope peptides.

F. ODV‐E56 {#sec0030}
----------

ODV‐E56 is another protein that is exclusively associated with the envelope ([@bib0029], [@bib0238]). The *Op*MNPV ODV‐E56 homologue migrated in SDS‐PAGE as 46‐ and 43‐kDa proteins ([@bib0238]) and the *Ac*MNPV ODV‐E56 homologue migrated as a 67‐ and 56‐kDa proteins ([@bib0029]). Both homologues are posttranslationally modified as the *Op*MNPV and *Ac*MNPV homologues should migrate at 40 to 41 kDa, respectively. *N*‐Gycosylation was ruled out ([@bib0029]) and proteolytic cleavage has proposed to the potential source of multiple forms ([@bib0238]).

ODV‐E56 has a strong transmembrane motif on its C‐terminus that is required for translocation into the nucleus and localization into ODV envelopes ([@bib0029]). It is not required for BV production, ODV assembly, or occlusion ([@bib0029]). Bioassay data have not been presented on ODV‐E56 deletion mutant viruses. The transmembrane domain prediction profile of ODV‐E56 is similar to P74. ODV‐E56 also has a central region that contains a membrane insertion signal peptide motif and a single C‐terminal transmembrane domain. It is not established if ODV‐E56 is exposed on the ODV surface. In our model, we placed it to be exposed on the surface of the ODV and have suggested that only the C‐terminal transmembrane domain is utilized by this protein for envelope insertion.

G. P74 (PIF‐0) {#sec0031}
--------------

P74 has been shown to be an ODV envelope protein by viral fractionation ([@bib0062]) and by EM ([@bib0214]). P74 was the first ODV envelope protein to be demonstrated essential for oral infection ([@bib0129], [@bib0288], [@bib0295]). Perhaps P74 should be renamed PIF‐0 or P74‐PIF‐0 as it was the first PIF to be discovered. The P74 protein is C‐terminally anchored in the ODV envelope ([@bib0228]) and is N‐terminally exposed on the ODV surface ([@bib0062]). P74 has an internal transmembrane domain and a C‐terminal double transmembrane domain. The internal transmembrane domain has characteristics of an internal transmembrane insertion signal peptide with positively charged amino acids on one side and negatively charged amino acids on other side ([@bib0008]). Experimental data suggest that the central transmembrane motif is not inserted into membranes and remains buried in the protein. A chimeric P74‐GFP protein lacking only the P74 C‐terminal double transmembrane domain is soluble and not associated with membranes ([@bib0228]). The double transmembrane domain motif on the C‐terminus of P74 is odd because of the closeness of these domains and suggests a "hairpin" or folded transmembrane domain that may spontaneously insert into membranes. It was demonstrated that bacterially expressed and purified P74 proteins could spontaneously insert into ODVs and rescue oral infectivity of a P74 null virus ([@bib0288]). This work also indicates that P74 does not require post secondary modification to be functional.

Evidence from several studies suggests P74 is an ODV attachment protein that binds virions to midgut cells ([@bib0082], [@bib0288]). It has been known for over a decade that ODVs bind to midgut protein receptors ([@bib0100]) and data have shown that P74 binds to a 30‐kDa insect midgut receptor protein ([@bib0288]).

It was shown that P74 was proteolytically cleaved on its N‐terminus by insect midgut trypsins ([@bib0225]). Earlier studies did not observe this phenomenon because the antisera were specific for the N‐terminal cleaved region of P74 ([@bib0062], [@bib0225]). Among all P74 homologues including the "pseudobaculovirus" Hz‐1, there is one conserved trypsin cleavage site corresponding to R156 in *Ac*MNPV. The position of this site correlates with the size of the P74 cleavage product produced after incubation in the midgut trypsins. The P74 is the most complex of the ODV envelope proteins. We speculate that that the central transmembrane domain region may be involved in membrane fusion and is perhaps exposed by protease cleavage.

H. Proteases, P74, and Oral Infectivity {#sec0032}
---------------------------------------

Data suggesting that ODV envelope peptide P74 may be cleaved by insect midgut trypsins leads to questions about the role of trypsins in oral infection. The role that insect midgut proteases play in baculovirus infection is not been well investigated. The lepidopteran midgut is rich in trypsin and chymotrypsin ([@bib0112], [@bib0237]) and it is likely that baculoviruses have evolved to tolerate and exploit these proteases just as they have for midgut alkalinity. Our work suggests that supplementation of baculoviruses with trypsin enhances oral infectivity and addition of soybean trypsin inhibitors decreases oral infectivity. Tryptic cleavage activation is documented for other viruses including *Coronavirus* ([@bib0066]), *Rotavirus* ([@bib0252]), *Sendai virus* ([@bib0183]), and *Vaccinia virus* ([@bib0102]). Tryptic activation occurs in other entomopathogens as *Bacillus thuringiensis* (Bt). The midgut binding Bt toxin protein requires trypsin cleavage to be activated ([@bib0176]).

Occlusion is a complex viral evolutionary development and it can be assumed that baculovirus ancestors were not occluded. These nonoccluded ancestors may have required alkaline proteolytic activation to infect midgut tissues. Midgut alkalinity is the primary trigger for the release of ODVs from OBs. Why might baculoviruses retain the need for trypsin activation? One possible reason is that viral attachment protein receptor‐binding domains may need to be shielded from the OB matrix proteins. Another possibility is that hydrophobic membrane fusion elements must be exposed during ODV assembly. When N‐terminally truncated forms of the ODV envelope protein P74 are synthesized in insect cells, the protein becomes trapped nonspecifically in regions of the cell ([@bib0228]).

Baculovirus OB‐associated alkaline serine proteases ([@bib0056], [@bib0057], [@bib0133], [@bib0165]) may be playing a synergistic role in infection by ensuring activation of released ODVs. The OB‐associated proteases are of host origin and are not present in tissue culture derived OBs ([@bib0169]). It is notable that the hymenopteran baculoviruses *Nele*NPV ([@bib0138]) and *Nese*NPV ([@bib0073]) encode for serine protease genes. These "ancestral" baculoviruses do not appear to have the BV phenotype and their replication is restricted to the midgut. As the infection ensues, the midgut physiology is likely affected and protease production may be compromised. Perhaps these viruses are supplementing insect midgut trypsins with viral trypsin in order to infect more tissues of the midgut in secondary rounds of infection.

I. PIF‐1 and PIF‐2 {#sec0033}
------------------

In the past, ODV‐associated proteins were discovered by chance as the viral genes were methodically characterized. A *per os* bioassay functional genomic approach has been used to identify PIF proteins that are essential for oral infection ([@bib0118], [@bib0210]). The first PIFs to be identified this way were PIF‐1 (originally PIF) and PIF‐2 ([@bib0118], [@bib0210]). PIF‐1 was characterized as the ORF7 gene product of the *Spodoptera littoralis nucleopolyhedrovirus* (*Spli*NPV) ([@bib0118]). PIF‐2 was characterized as the ORF35 gene product of the *Se*MNPV ([@bib0210]). The *pif‐1* and *pif‐2* gene homologues are ORF119 and ORF22 of *Ac*MNPV, respectively. The 60‐kDa PIF‐1 protein and the 44‐kDa PIF‐2 protein contain prominent N‐terminal transmembrane motifs that is likely to serve as transmembrane anchors. When we analyzed all homologues of these two proteins for transmembrane motifs ([@bib0127]), we identified only a single N‐terminal transmembrane motif for both of these proteins. These hydrophobic N‐terminal transmembrane motifs are similar to the INM sorting motifs present on ODV‐E66 and ODV‐E25 ([@bib0035], [@bib0099]).

PIF‐1 was confirmed to be an integral membrane protein of the ODV envelope ([@bib0118]) but the exposure of the C‐terminal portion of PIF‐1 on the ODV surface has not been shown. There are presently no data published to show that *Se*MNPV PIF‐2 is a component of the ODV; however, the *Ac*MNPV homologue was detected in ODVs ([@bib0034]). Interestingly, the *Ac*MNPV ORF119 PIF‐1 protein product was not identified in this study as an ODV component. PIF‐1 is produced in low abundance in *Spli*NPV ([@bib0081]) and may not be easily detected in *Ac*MNPV ODV preparations. PIF‐1 and PIF‐2 have been shown to be involved in ODV binding to midgut cells ([@bib0192]). This would suggest that these proteins are exposed on the surface of the ODV along with P74.

J. PIF‐3 and 11K Proteins {#sec0034}
-------------------------

As has been emphasized throughout this review that the ODV is a highly complex virus phenotype. The number of PIF protein types associated with the ODV continues to grow. PIF‐3 is a 23‐kDa protein encoded by *Ac*MNPV ORF *Ac115* ([@bib0192]). The protein is conserved among all baculoviruses and is essential for oral infection. It has a good N‐terminal transmembrane domain and could be an integral ODV envelope protein. However, PIF‐3 does not affect ODV binding or envelope fusion with midgut cells ([@bib0192]). It was noted by [@bib0192] that ODV infection involves processes beyond attachment and fusion and that PIF‐3 may play a role in the translocation of ODV capsids along the microvillus. Perhaps PIF‐3 is exposed to the inside of the ODV envelope where it can interact with cytoskeletal elements.

Another group of proteins that play an enhancing role in oral infection are the 11K proteins ([@bib0136], [@bib0294]). Like the PIFs, these proteins are conserved among many baculovirus genomes and in addition, homologues are found in entomopoxviruses ([@bib0049]). The 11K protein homologues of *Ac*MNPV are encoded by ORFs *Ac145* and *Ac150* ([@bib0136]). Their distinguishing feature is not so much amino acid sequence identity but the presence of C~6~ chitin‐binding motifs or peritrophin‐C domains that are common among mucins, peritrophins, and chitinases ([@bib0236]). This pointed to the possibility that 11K proteins interact with and compromise the PM similar to enhancins ([@bib0136]). The experimental evidence suggests that the 11K protein enhancement of oral infection does not involve the PM ([@bib0294]). In some circumstances, the Ac145 protein acts synergistically with the Ac150 protein ([@bib0136]) while in other cases Ac150 alone acts as an enhancer of oral infection ([@bib0294]). Ac150 contains a prominent N‐terminal transmembrane domain and it is associated with BV and OBs ([@bib0136]). Immuno‐EM data showed that Ac150 could be an ODV envelope protein ([@bib0136]) and possibly a PIF‐4 given that it has been classified as a PIF ([@bib0294]). However, the oral infectivity enhancement effects of Ac150 only occur with OBs and not with alkali liberated ODVs ([@bib0294]). Perhaps Ac150 is exposed on the ODV surface and is involved in the timely release of ODVs from the OB protein matrix.

As in the case of PIF‐1, the proteins of PIF‐3 and Ac150 were not identified as components of the ODV when ODVs were analyzed directly for protein composition ([@bib0034]), which provides a baseline for studying the ODV, but it appears that functional genomics is a critical tool for discovering the proteins that are needed for oral infection.

K. Summary of ODV Envelope Proteins {#sec0035}
-----------------------------------

Of the 44 proteins identified as components of the *Ac*MNPV ODV ([@bib0034]), 8 have transmembrane domain motifs. Included among these are VP91, P74, ODV‐E56, ODV‐E66, ODV‐E25, ODV‐E18, PIF‐2, and F protein. PIF‐1, PIF‐3, and Ac150 (PIF‐4) would bring the number of potential ODV "integral" envelope proteins to 11. Deletion mutants or gene fusion disruption mutants have been generated for P74 ([@bib0129]), PIF‐1 ([@bib0118]), PIF‐2 ([@bib0210]), PIF‐3 ([@bib0192]), Ac150 ([@bib0136], [@bib0294]), ODV‐E66 ([@bib0099]), and ODV‐E56 ([@bib0029]). Relevant biological data relating to the requirement of ODV‐E66 and ODV‐E56 for oral infection have not been generated, but it may be predicted that these proteins could also be PIFs. P74 is the only ODV envelope protein that has been experimentally demonstrated to be exposed on the ODV surface ([@bib0062]). Our illustration of ODV envelope proteins ([Fig. 8](#fig0008){ref-type="fig"}) is thus speculative and much work remains to be done to determine the orientation of the other ODV envelope proteins.

Considerable progress has been made using ODV envelope proteins to understand the morphogenesis of the ODV envelope from the INM ([@bib0210]). However, a model for how INM vesicles form the ODV envelope after entry into the nuclear ring zone has not been presented. We suggest that this process may be similar to the process that occurs with BV formation ([Fig. 9](#fig0009){ref-type="fig"} ). The lumen of the ER is continuous with the lumen between the ONM and INM. For BV formation, ER secretory vesicles containing GP64 and F protein are translocated (through the Golgi complex) to the cell membrane where they fuse. In these ER‐originating vesicles, GP64 and F protein are oriented toward the lumen to result in their orientation on the outside of the cell membrane. BV nucleocapsids then bud out acquiring these proteins as BV envelope proteins. For ODV formation, INM vesicles containing ODV envelope proteins are released into the nucleus. ODV nucleocapsids attach to these INM vesicles just as BV nucleocapsids attach to the cell membrane. It has been suggested that ODV‐E66 is exposed on the surfaces of INM vesicles ([@bib0210]). We propose that ODV‐E66 interacts directly with the nucleocapsids as they bind to INM vesicles. The ODV nucleocapsids essentially bud into INM microvesicles and are enveloped. Membrane proteins oriented on the luminal side of INM vesicles are consequently exposed on the surfaces of ODVs. Thus, F protein and P74 would be expected to be present on the luminal side INM vesicles prior to their becoming ODV envelope proteins. This is presently only a hypothesis and much work is still needed to understand the morphogenesis of the ODV.Fig 9A simple model for baculovirus virion envelopment and envelope protein translocation. The BV and ODV forms in distinctly different locations in the cell. BV nucleocapsid must translocate through nuclear pores out of the nucleus, across the cytosol, and to the cell membrane. ODV nucleocapsids are retained within the nuclear ring zone. The formation of enveloped virions in the nucleus is unusual for viruses. However, there may be a common thread between the ODV and the BV morphogenesis. Cell surface proteins such as BV integral envelope fusion proteins (EFPs) are synthesized in the ER such that they are exposed in the ER lumen. EFPs are translocated to the cell surface in ER vesicles, which after sorting in the Golgi complex, fuse with the host cell membrane. This permits EFPs to be presented on the outside of BVs as they bud out of the cell. ODV virions may acquire their envelopes by "budding" into INM vesicles. The double nuclear membrane is continuous with the ER. In this model, ODV envelope proteins such as P74 and F protein would be displayed on the luminal side of the ER and nuclear double membrane. Envelope proteins such as E66 that may interact with nucleocapsids would be displayed on the nucleoplasmic side of INM vesicles.

VI. Conclusions {#sec0036}
===============

Most baculovirus research has been directed at studying the BV, which has been the direct path for several reasons. Experiments involving BV function can be done in cell culture while ODV studies are best when they include feeding bioassays with insects. For most laboratories, rearing insects is messy and the quality of animals can vary from even the best equipped facilities. Consequently, many ODV studies have been lacking due to the omission of an animal model. The media environment of cell culture is well defined while the animal model and particularly the midgut are infinitely more complex and have an extreme microenvironment for which the biology is still not fully understood. Finally, the ODV is a far more complex structure than the BV. Multiple capsids per virion, occlusion, more diverse viral protein composition, and the tegument all contribute to the complexity of ODV virions. The ODV‐associated proteins with functions involving viral DNA packaging, capsid translocation, cell cycle disruption, DNA replication, and DNA repair have been the easiest proteins to study given that their activities can be evaluated in insect cell culture.

ODV proteins that interact with the OB matrix are yet to be described. Occlusion is a unique biological phenomenon. Understanding the mechanism behind this could have important applications beyond baculovirus biology. It may be possible to engineer baculoviruses to occlude vaccines or biopharmaceutical products. The OB would be an ideal package of preservation as contained particles can be rapidly released with just a change in pH. Preliminary studies hint that it may be possible to alter or control the shape of OBs ([@bib0149]). This has the potential to lead to applications in nanobiotechnology.

ODV proteins that interact with the insect midgut have been more difficult to investigate. Simple experiments such as protease digest determination of the surface exposure of ODV envelope proteins have not been done despite the fact that many of these proteins have single transmembrane anchor regions. Significant progress in this area is anticipated. The availability of insect genomes and midgut cDNA/EST libraries will expedite the discovery of ODV receptors on the midgut. Indeed, may be through these studies that the ODV attachment protein(s) become characterized. No doubt, baculoviruses have evolved to target highly conserved midgut receptor proteins. Identifying these receptors will have implications in baculovirus biology, insect biology, and will potentially lead to new biocontrol technologies.
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[^1]: The table summarizes the 44 ODV‐associated proteins identified by [@bib0034], and also includes PIF‐1, ‐2, ‐3, and 11K proteins. The sequences were analyzed for baculovirus homologues on the Viral Bioinformatics Resources Center ([@bib0096]). These resources searched baculovirus genomes of 7 group I NPVs, 12 group II NPVs, 2 hymenopteran NPVs, 1 dipteran NPV, and 7 GVs. The completely conserved proteins are shaded.
